Abstract. In the algorithm of extracting end points of insulator strings by image technology, we propose a method to find the Minimum Enclosing Rectangle (MER) of the target by using the principal axis method based on the combination of the vertex chain code and the discrete Green theorem. Then the binary image of the extracted target is detected by edge detection and threshold segmentation, the boundary image of the insulator string is drawn. Finally, the endpoints coordinates of the insulator string are extracted based on the shape feature of insulator string. The algorithm is implemented by MATLAB software, and the results show that the method is feasible.
Introduction
In recent years, with the development of social demand and technology, the transmission lines are developing toward UHV, high-power and long-distance, along with the natural destruction and aging problem, seriously affecting the safe operation and stability of the power system. As a large amount of components in the power grid, the detection of the state of insulators on the normal operation of the power system is very necessary. Insulator tilt angle is an important monitoring quantity, its accuracy directly affects the calculation of equivalent ice thickness.
The traditional method of detecting the state of the insulator needs to be examined manually one by one, so the information acquisition equipment is relatively complex and susceptible to environmental electromagnetic interference. With the rapid development of computer vision technology and the improvement of digital camera resolution, It is an inevitable trend for the future development of the grid inspection method which combines digital camera, data acquisition and image processing technology. The non-contact measurement method [1] can greatly improve the insulator string spatial tilt angle acquisition speed and accuracy, and extracting the insulator string endpoints from the processed image [2] is an important part to the realization of this technology . In this paper, a method of locating the insulator string end points based on the MER is proposed. The method can complete the fast extraction of the MER based on the combination of the vertex chain code and the discrete green [3] ,and obtain geometrical features such as perimeter, area and centroid, which is convenient for the following endpoints extraction.
The flow chart is shown in Fig.1 :
The algorithm is proposed Image chain code extraction and convex set algorithm. The specific representation of the vertex chain code is given in References [4] . 
The Combination of Discrete Green and Vertex Chain Code. In this paper, the vertex chain code of the image is obtained while the boundary coordinate chain and the running direction chain of the image are acquired too.By transforming the target surface integral to the target curve integral, the computational complexity of the area, centroid, and principal axis of the image is reduced [5] . The coordinate migration rules of the direction chain : The Calculation of the Minimum Enclosing Rectangle.
1) Principal axis method
The centroid is the coordinate origin, the principal axis is the X 'axis.Rotate the X axis, and the rotation size is the direction anglea ,and The transformation relations of the new and old coordinate systems are:
Flow chart of Principal axis method is shown in Fig.2 . In the vertex chain code,the number of points in the vertical direction(Vertical DirecNum) is N1; the horizontal direction(Horizontal DirecNum) is N2. Figure. 2 Insulator string endpoints extraction.
Firstly, the image is rotated by an angle a along the principal axis direction of the MER. Then the target is cut out for edge detection and threshold segmentation, traversal and draw the outer contour of the insulator string. Finally, based on the shape feature, the pixel coordinates of the end point of the insulator string in the horizontal state are obtained. According to the rotation angle of the image a , through the two-dimensional coordinate transformation, we can get the two-dimensional pixel coordinates of the insulator string endpoints in the original image! Here we select the insulator string at the beginning and end of the umbrella skirt center line and the intersection of the axis as the endpoints of the insulator string.
Example verification and discussion
Based on the above process, we achieve the above algorithm by MATLAB R2014a software.
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Figure. Firstly, read the binary image containing the target which is preprocessed, and the target is extracted with the minimum enclosing rectangle and labeled as Fig.3 ;Secondly,the target will be rotated to a horizontal position along the direction of its principal axis , as shown in Fig.4 ;Thirdly the extracted target which is cut out alone, is detected by edge detection and threshold segmentation we can clearly see the target boundary, shown in Fig.5 ;Finally, we can get the pixel coordinates of the endpoints of the insulator string accurately according to the geometric characteristics of the target. 
Conclusions
Based on the principal axis method based on chain code and Discrete Green, we can track the boundary of any target image and obtain the moment feature information of the target image, so as to realize the real time geometric feature extraction of large scale image. And the geometric features such as perimeter, area and centroid obtained in this process, are used to further perform the mathematical processing such as edge detection and threshold segmentation for the extracted target, Finally, the pixel coordinates of the end points are obtained through the shape features of insulator strings. Experiments show that this method can quickly and accurately locate the pixel coordinates of insulator string endpoints, which has certain universality and engineering application value.
